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Project Name: TrackMe.Live

Project Synopsis: A web application to either manually control or use an ML model to track an

individual while speaking with an external camera.

Project Description: This project is being undertaken in order to make the process of filming

speakers in rooms such as classrooms and churches completely remote. Right now, a problem

with filming a speaker in a room is that when the speaker goes out of frame, someone has to

physically change the camera angle to continue filming the speaker. To address this problem,

we will create a web application called TrackMe.Live that will enable the user to control the

camera angle from a computer to keep the speaker in frame, as opposed to having to physically

change the camera angle. That way, the camera angle can be changed remotely. As a stretch

goal for this project, we would like to automate the process of filming a speaker by controlling

the camera via a machine learning model. With a machine learning model in place, if the

speaker goes out of frame, there would be no need for a human to control the camera angle to

continue filming the speaker. Instead, the camera would automatically change its angle to

continue tracking the speaker. Thus, the filming of a speaker would be fully automated. The end

result of the project would be a web application that controls the camera angle remotely, as well

as possibly a machine learning model built into the web application that would fully automate the

process of filming a speaker.

Project Milestones:



First Semester:

UI with Video Streaming (Oct. 14, 2021)

VISCA commands to server (Nov. 14, 2021)

UI for video and VISCA control (Nov. 30 2021)

Python and Flask backend (Nov. 30, 2021)

Second Semester:

Full-scale command line program (Feb. 26, 2022)

Deep Learning model (Mar. 1, 2022)

Integration of UI & Tracking Systems (Apr. 13, 2022)

System Testing & Documentation (Apr. 20, 2022)

Project Budget:

For the TrackMe.Live capstone, we shouldn't need too much funding from the EECS
department since we are also collaborating with the SELF Fellowship to get certain items to use.
Below shows a chart of what we would need from the EECS Department that would be essential
to the project.



The supplies for the project should be ordered and received sometime around November
time. Ordering before the semester ends should allow us ample time to test our software on
physical hardware. No additional training or supplies should be needed outside of this list.


